NH-Strafford County

Barrington

Shane Edward Fillion (BSENVE)
Kathryn Dorothea James (BS)
Garrett Brenden Michael McMahon (BS)
Mallory Paige Perron (BS)

Dover

Alhussein Bessam Al-Jawad (BSEE)
Lauren E Banker (MBA)
Lana Teal Dufour-Kosacz (MS)
Maria Harry Godwa (MPP)
Brittany N Granfield (EDS)
Jessica Lynn Haskins (MS)
Natasha Kurniawan (BS)
Katie Lynn Lavallee (PMC)
John Brian Moore (MS)
Gage Moran (BSENVE)
Megan Murphy (BA)
Divyamsh Nepal (BSME)
Marissa Lynne Parlee (MS)
Mark M Santoski (MBA)
Addison Grace Twidle (BS)
Mustafa Yusuf (MBA)

Durham

Shawn Charles Bedard (BS)
Lauren Breza (PHD)
Susan B Bullivant (MSW)
Eric A English (MS)
Alexis Heather Marie Hillock (BA)
Ethan Keslar (BS)
Henry Carter Lawson (MS)
Henry Carter Lawson (MSW)
Tabitha Grace McCurley (BA)
Jakob Velle (BSCS)

Farmington

Kaitlyn Ann Baillargeon (MS)

Lee

Jorge Abril Sanchez (MED)
Shanna Adele Argyros (BS)
Hilary Suzanne Curran Kates Varghese (PHD)
Theodore W Tauscher (BA)
Julia Mary Williams (BSAM)

Madbury

Ahmed Mahmoud Alnazer (MS)
Elise Sanjoy Nanda (BS)
Shealyn Pare (BS)
NH-Strafford County

Madbury
Gabriella Nicole Spang (BS)
Cameron Sutherland (BS)

New Durham
Avery Neil Anderson (BS) Cum Laude

Rochester
Matthew Joseph Bruneau (BM) Cum Laude
Dennis R Codling (BSME)
Emily Fontaine (MED)
Alexa Rylie Gagne (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Sarah A Gormady (MA)
Lauren Ashley Howell (MBA)
Nathaniel John Hunt (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Timothy Stephen Murray (MENGR)
Katherine A Nicholos (MBA)
Michelle Alexandra Parisi (BA)
Cole Joseph Milton Schoonover (BSME)
DeAndre Wooding (MS)

Rollinsford
Noah Hayden Niedzolkowski (BA)

Somersworth
Olivia Rae Bernier (MA) Cum Laude
Sadie Rose Burgess (BA)
Jordyne Clough (MED)
Brian Griffith (BS)
Ellen Kintz (MENGR)
Alyssa R Stasse (MS)

Strafford
Alicia Mae Baratier (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Mary Evelyn Fowler (MS)
William H White (BA)